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Abstract: Identifying Interesting patterns from the web is especially a tedious task, as the web pages are having different narration styles and data is distributed vastly. Most of the systems are existed to conduct the experiments on this but the concept of providing accuracy for this is always in the vein. So as an initial step towards this proposed system uses an interactive web crawler to crawl the textual data from the web pages. This data is being use further for the efficient association rule mining using Éclat Algorithm which is weaved for the vertical transactions based scheme. This process is being powered with Shannon information gain to identify the important words for the frequent pattern mining, And the whole process is being catalyzed by the fuzzy logic classification for more mere pattern identification process.
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1. Introduction

In Current Scenario Web is source of vital information. Almost 4.05 billion pages been indexed by search engines and total count of indexed pages remains non-estimated from 2006[3]. Searching and Retrieving Relevant information is major objective of computer Technology. Finding new patterns from web and retrieving information related to topic is major challenge for web mining domain.

Commercial search engines like Google, Bing have proved to be best innovation for Information search on web and process almost 2.5 pet bytes of data daily [3]. Keyword search has been reason of popularity and major technique employed by these systems. Expansions of web bring in new undiscovered patterns and many search applications cannot retrieve information from hidden web pages, fail to find diverse patterns. This urges for new better technique in web crawling.

Design and Development of better Web crawling system for finding new innovative patterns from web is research challenge.

A Better and Effective retrieval of information and finding interesting patterns from web, web crawlers are needed. Crawlers assist in retrieving information related to topic and make process of indexing better [1, 2].Crawler is software program which assists in indexing of web pages. Crawler and according to technique involved in operation there are four types of crawling process i.e types of crawler.[1,2]

[1] Focused crawling
[2] Distributed crawling
[3] Incremental crawling
[4] Parallel crawling

Crawling process involves visiting web pages, parsing web information in human readable format and indexing it appropriately. It traverses pages on web, finding links sub

links to build a list of words and associated information index generation. Crawler initially accepts in URL as source of information and iteratively finds subsequent URL’s in page and vital information. Output set of crawler is tree structure of URL’s with seed URL’s at base.

Major Process of crawling typically consists of below recursive process at core as shown in fig

![Figure 1: Web Crawler working [4]](image)

[1] Download page
[2] Parse web page
[3] Repeat process for every seed URL

Performance and efficiency of web crawler depends not on URL’s set but also different servers their locations, data structure, structure of repository and parsing technique. [2]

Better networking technologies and large server numbers have already facilitated in better system performance. In this research scenario parsing and preprocessing remains major task in enriching system performance.

Parser analyzes web page content eliminating html tags JavaScript and bad words from information content. Parsing is technique classifying information as natural text consisting of noun pronouns verbs ad-verbs with input rule set. Parser
converts raw information to well formatted information. The output of parser is been given to cleaning and filtration process termed as preprocessing and involves following steps.

1. Stop word removal.
2. Stemming.
3. Tokenization.

Stop word removing is process of cleaning that eliminates common stop word like “the”, “is” from information content. Many of word in information content are adjectives having superlative tone and fall short to make clear information meaning according to context. Stemming facilitates morphological analysis, reducing derived words to root words: fishing: fish, advantages of stemming are query expansion.

Tokenization is technique to segment and break up stream of text in atomic words, phrases or expression and generating meaningful elements termed as token.

Further information needs to be filtered incorporating important data simply by finding probability of word to be found in web content. In decision tree process of learning information gain is ratio to intrinsic information which reduces biased meaning of attributes by counting number and size of branch in decision tree. Information gain relation biases decision graph against considering features with big number of distinct values: Solving downside of information gain namely information gain applied to features that could take on large numeral of separate values may discover training set too well. Information gain is frequently employed to decide which of features are most applicable so they could be practiced near root of graph.

For instance One of input features might be user’s credit card number. This Features has a high information gain because it exclusively recognizes every user but deciding how to treat a user based on their credit card is improbable to abridge to customers which have not been used.

Shannon information equation facilitates calculation of entropy i.e gain in Information retrieval. Subsequent frequent item sets are needed to be found in content which derive power set. In this process a threshold is been set and every terms weight is been evaluated against threshold value. A repetitive or inductive learning process is been implemented to eliminate item sets from information content which are below ideal value. This generates powerset scanning each and every dataset item to generate frequent item set.

In pattern mining discovering new patterns we require to find associations and relations among variables in huge database. Finding interesting association among terms. Association rules facilitate in building useful novel relations. Frequent item set mining algorithms like Eclat facilitate support calculation and build confidence on web information that has been gathered. Today in every Information Retrieval system decision support is been required to acquire optimal solution in available choices and state of condition. Fuzzy logic facilitates simple IF-Else Fuzzy set to find solution set. All available input values are fuzzified in to fuzzy member functions and operated on all rules, lastly de-fuzzified to get crisp answers. Fuzzy logic has huge application is development of optimal system. This research paper has been organized in five section Introduction, literature survey proposed Methodology results discussion and conclusion

2. Literature Survey

A systematic literature review has been on IEEE, ACM International Journal and online web portals traversing through each and every selected ten articles finding issues and challenges. outcome of literature survey urges research work to find appropriate algorithm methodology and design framework to solve issues.

A. Survey Methodology

Survey methodology has been finding recent articles on every on every process related to web mining and pattern analysis. Survey has been done on web mining and pattern analysis with Study and review of articles on “pre-processing” “â©clat and apriori algorithm” “web crawler” “power set generation”.

![Figure 3: Survey Distribution](image)

B. Survey Analysis

5. Information present on web is mostly unstructured, dynamic, heterogeneous and diverse in pattern making tough for user to retrieve faster clean information additionally giving rise to scalability issue. Better pre-processing has been achieved with four step data fusion data cleaning and filtration module and found to best in survey on pre-processing techniques by author.

6. Data on web has two distinctive features as to database. Exponentially high distributed and dynamic. Pre-processing facilitates better classification and categorization of information. This requires better data processing and hence pr-processing is vital phase in web mining.

7. Common issue faced by éclat and Apriori is “field association”. author has presented fuzzy logic to modify and solve this issue in case of apriori procedure. Huge dataset and outlining threshold to reduce perfectly result set has been major issue in apriori procedure. Fuzzy procedure
Figure 2: Association Rules [8]

Distributes data in various clusters and subsequently presenting user to give value for threshold. This technique considers each and every rule which is useful for interesting pattern mining. Author presents enhanced algorithm with fuzzy based procedure for data mining that enhances accurateness and effectiveness of web mining process. Algorithm employees Borgelt’s prefix tree to generate association rule and is core technique in system. Confidence support and similarity has been computed with improved method approving efficiency of procedure. Generally, system is planned to recognize anomalous data usually persuaded between auditing network information.

As argued in above section discovering frequent item in huge data set association rule mining is been used. Numerous methodologies and techniques have been used to discover frequent item. Analyzes various methodologies used for same. Subsequent figure describes patterns which could be mined with association rules. Article presents each and every pattern mining approach as below.

Table 1: Association rule Mining Approaches and Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Core Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apriori.</td>
<td>FP-growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AprioriTID</td>
<td>Eclat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHP</td>
<td>SPADE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDM</td>
<td>SPAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP.</td>
<td>Diffset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC.</td>
<td>DSM-FL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PincerSearch.</td>
<td>Prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARMA.</td>
<td>CHARMp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Describes bottomless outline of web crawler. Web crawlers are bots that recursively for mine web information through acceptance of web page URL.

Today with web 3.0 and further advancement in technologies for effective retrieval and store of information “ontology” technique has been widely accepted. Ontology maintain descriptive knowledge of entities and their association for every domain of categorization. Author has presented web crawler on ontology, here information of downloaded web page and ontology helps crawler to find desired location easily. Ontology makes retrieval and processing of data in better way and has found to be best in all overall techniques. It is the best and effective technique for effective information retrieval.

[11] Author has presented a profound study on semantic web and focused web crawlers. In process of crawling it is very challenging to make decision concerning to crawl a particular URL’s to find pertinent data. Author has presented diverse readings and proposed techniques in last decade and each and every technique has been elaborated by author. Major contribution of author has been finding limitations and scope of work to overcome this limitation.

C. Issues and challenges: Finding Answers

Figure 3: Slug Architecture [10]
This section summarizes review points found in survey to find issues challenges in research work and presents solution and techniques which can make enhance research
[7,9] Association rule mining is challenge: Apriori and Eclat
[10,11] effective implementation of crawlers: selection of correct crawler technique.
[12] Web information distributed and diverse: ontology

D. problem definition
Keep it simple (KIS) principle has been used for defining problem definition: mining interesting web pattern from web.

3. Proposed Methodology

A. Core Methodology

Subsequent paragraph describes core methodology and architecture of system used for web information mining.

![Proposed Architecture of system](image)

The core methodology is five phase procedure and implements four major algorithmic procedure and subsequent phase.

**Phase I:** This phase system accepts set of seed URL related to particular domain from user. Each and every urls is been crawled and information is been stored in plain text files for future processing.

As information is been scattered in various web pages and stored on different types of servers. Gathering information related to user query pattern from web is challenging task, as merely mining information is not objective to achieve, but retrieval of interested pattern and relevant information is major goal to achieve.

Software bots i.e. programs like crawlers assist is retrieving information from distributed source and builds a structured tree i.e. graph based search for information to retrieve.

Proposed Web crawler implements recursive crawling technique, where in set of baby crawlers assist main crawler to retrieve subsequent urls and information stored on those URL in faster manner using multithreading.

Crawling process consists of:
[1] Download web content
[2] Parse content
[3] Outgoing links are parsed.
The above process is been repeated till program doesn’t find any link for crawling and mining. Overall processing of crawler is graph based with seed link at base and other links as child nodes. Proposed crawler implements DFS algorithm for information retrieval.

**Procedure [1]:** DFS (G, V)
**Input:** Graph “G” and Vertex “V”
**Process:**
SetLabel (v, VISITED)
For all e ∈ G incidentEdges(v)
If getLabel(e) = UNEXPLORED
W ← opposite(v, e)
If getLabel(W) = UNEXPLORED
SetLabel (e, DISCOVERY)
DFS(G, W)
Else
Set Label (e, BACK)

**Output:**
Labeling of edges of “G” in connected component of “V” as discovery edges and back edges.

The above process is been repeated till program doesn’t find any link for crawling and mining. Overall processing of crawler is graph based with seed link at base and other links as child nodes. Proposed crawler implements DFS algorithm for information retrieval.

![Proposed Architecture of system](image)

This retrieved information is then subsequently passed to next phase II for preprocessing.

**Phase II:** here Information meaning is being interpreted word to phrases with 4 sub processes:
[1] Sentence segmentation
[2] Tokenization
[3] Stop word

Procedure 2 is been used for preprocessing.
Segmentation helps to recognize boundary and generate set of sentences from information.
Tokenization process separates meaningful words from above separated sentences.
Stop word: conjunction play very less role in interpretation of sentence and very less useful. This process eliminates words like (“is” , “the” , “for”) and reduce extra complexity of extra processing.
Stemming: In retrieved information numerous keywords are elongated and fail to convey meaning for given context. hence it is necessary to derive root words for meaningful interpretation of information and reduction in time complexity. (taking : taken: take ) here ending suffix like “ing” , “en” are eliminated.

Phase III:
Data filtration and cleaning is been by selecting most vital information data with method of information gain as presented in equation (1).

\[
I(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \log_2 \frac{1}{p_i} \tag{1}
\]

Here, \(p_i\) = evaluated probability of words weights for web pages.

Phase IV: Frequent items are generated from above filtered information generated with power set. Procedure 3 is been used power set generation.

Phase V:
Recursive Learning concept is being implemented and items having lesser confidence and support are eliminated for given threshold with Eclat procedure mentioned below.

Phase VI:
Here Fuzzy logic is being implemented for set of five rules implicating on frequent itemsets. fuzzy logic is being functioned to mine precise frequent itemsets. input set of rules produced from Eclat procedure consists of frequent itemsets and support values.

Set will entail of diverse support values for items and itemsets are organized in ascending directive. 1 lowest support value than 1 highest support value from set will be

---

**Procedure [2]: Preprocessing**

**Input:** Information from crawler

**Process:**
- Start
- Read string
- Divide string into records on space and store in a vector \( V \)
- Remove Special Symbols
- Identify Stop words
- Remove Stop words
- Identify Stemming Substring
- Replace Substring to desire String
- Concatenate Strings

**Output:**
- Processed meaningful Information ready to be cleaned and filtered.

---

**Procedure [3]: Power set generation**

**Input:** Termset \( K_d \) and support threshold \( S0 \)

**Process:**
- Scanning Database \( F = \{0\} \)
- for \( i=1 \: i<2:\: i++ \)
- \( T_{count} = 0 \); \( S_{count} = 0 \)
- for \( j=1: \: j<2:\: j++ \)
- If \( A_i \leq A_j \)
  - \( T_{count} = T_{count} + S_{count} (i) \);
  - If \( T_{count} \geq S0 \)
    - Then \( F = F \cup A_i \)
- Goto step 2
- End

**Output:** list of frequent itemset.

---

**Procedure [4]: Eclat**

**Input:** Alphabet \( S \) with ordering \( \leq \) multiset \( T \subset P(S) \) of sets of items . Minimum support value minsup \( \in \mathbb{N} \)

**Process:**
- \( G = \{(0, P)\} \)
- \( C_0 = \{(x,S((x)))| x \in S \} \)
- \( C_0 = \text{freq}(C_0) = \{(x,P_0) \in C \} \quad P_0 \geq \text{minsup} \)
- \( G = \{0\} \)
- Add frequent superset \((0, C)\)

**function add frequent Superset():**

**Output:** Set \( G \) of frequent itemsets and their support counts.

**Input:** frequent Itemsets \( fp \in P(S) \) called prefix, incidence matrix \( C \) of frequent 1-item-extensions of \( fp \).

**Process:**
- for \((s, P_0) \in C \) do
- \( q = \{fp \cup \{x\}\} \)
- \( C_q = \{(y,P_0 \cup P_1) \in C, y>x\} \)
- \( C_q = \text{freq}(C_q) = \{(y,T) \in C \quad P_1 \geq \text{minsups} \}
- If \( C_q \neq 0 \) then
  - Add frequent superset \((q,C_q)\).
- End if
- \( G = G \cup \{q, P_0\}\)
- End for

**Output:** add all frequent extensions of \( fp \) to global variable \( G \).
detailed. noted value will be splitted in 5 of range membership standards as:

1. very low
2. Low
3. Medium
4. High
5. Very High.

Range is being ordered in low to high with IF-ELSE set of rules. Item set with interesting patterns are recorded from this item set.

B. Mathematical Underpinning
Mathematical evaluation of system is done as below

1. PR= { } be as system for pattern recognition for web information
2. Identify Input as PR= (U1, U2, U3,...., Un)
3. Where Uc = Seed URL
4. Recognize as output i.e. interesting patterns
5. PR= (Un)
6. Recognition Process P
7. PR= (Un, I, P)
8. P= (Uc, I, NW, PR, Ir, Ee, Ei)
   Where NW = Web Crawler
   Ir = Preprocessing
   Ei = Itemset Generation and Recursive Learning
   Ee = Eclat
   Fi = Fuzzy Logic
9. PR= (Uc, NW, Ir, Ee, Ei, Fi, I)

“union of all subset of S gives the final proposed system”

4. Research Results and Evaluation

System is being implemented in java on windows platform with machine configuration: 100 HD 2GB Ram and tested for live web pages set.

Interesting patterns found are recognized with fuzzy logic and Eclat algorithm. System is being evaluated against precision recall graph for performance.

**Precision:** “number of interesting patterns recognized to total number of relevant or irrelevant existing patterns: precision give effectiveness of system in terms of percentile.

**Recall:** “number of relevant frequent patterns to sum of relevant patterns not recognized. absolute system performance is calculated by recall.

Consider following equation for computation:

- M = recognized number of relevant frequent patterns
- N = Not recognized number of relevant frequent patterns
- O = Recognized number of irrelevant frequent patterns

Then

\[
\text{Precision} = \left( \frac{M}{M + O} \right) \times 100 \quad \text{.................(2)}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \left( \frac{M}{M + N} \right) \times 100 \quad \text{.................(3)}
\]

Figure 4: Average precision of the proposed approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>No of pages</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average precision observed here is 3 evaluations is 0.85 which evaluates that system recognizes better interesting patterns.

As found in above graph the average recall of system is 0.96 evaluated for set of 3 values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>No of pages</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

Proposed system sufficiently shows the better precision for the extraction of interesting patterns from the web pages. System efficiently extracts the web pages textual data and parses them too to get rid of the redundant data. Then the parsed data is been preprocessed to get the most important data using Shannon information gain theory.

System successfully identifies the all the possible frequent itemsets with their candidates sets and this horizontal data is been converted into vertical data for Eclat mining algorithm. The results of the Eclat is been classified using Efficient rules of Fuzzy logic to identify interesting patterns of the extracted web data.
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Above research can be extended by researchers for distributed information retrieval and finding new better interesting patterns.
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